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Transcript	

Introduction	

People often ask the glass painter, “How do I paint a stained glass coat of arms?”	


The glass painter replies, “There is no single answer”.	


And the reason is – just like faces – all coats of arms are different.	


Different in their shield, in their helm, their crest, their mantling: different in their motto, 
their wreath, their crown or coronet of rank.	


All different.	


Everyone can see this. Yet always the question, “How do I paint a stained glass coat of 
arms?”	


And so maybe the very question is symptomatic of an error, a mistake?	


Yes maybe indeed it is.	


In truth, because the heraldic arms is already a design, the error is: many people fail to see 
how it is still like any other object which the glass painter is asked to represent in paint and 
stain.	


In other words, it too requires its own design – a particular design whose lines and 
shadows are subtly but vitally different from the ornate printed images in a book of 
heraldry designed for other purposes.	


Now you will know full well how it is one function of a stained glass design to reassure the 
client.	


And now we also ask you to recall how another function is: to instruct the glass painter 
what to do.	


Which means we must start where the true glass painter always does: with the design. 
With a design of a design, prepared especially to be made from painted glass.	


With such a design, the techniques become apparent.	


Preparations	

There are times to be didactic and exact: times to say, “These are the materials, this is the 
technique, and this is how you do it ...”	


But today is not like that – not like that at all. 
Today is not a lesson. 
Today is a performance. 
Which does not mean you will not learn. Rather, that you will learn quite differently. 
So imagine you have travelled to our studio in deepest Shropshire. Such an excursion has 
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its merits, does it not? And once you are inside the studio, imagine how you see the shelves 
of paint, the kilns, the workbenches, the brushes and the light–box. And imagine how 
today you stand and watch the glass painter at real work. With little interruption, you just 
observe it happening, this performance – before your very eyes. A watchful contemplative 
time for you. Packed with technique: yes, certainly, but technique as performance to covey 
the spirit of the craft,	


Now all performers must prepare. And the glass painter is no exception here. The 
preparations are often different from day to day, depending on the particular design in 
hand.	


Certainly there is always cleaning. Today it happens there is also an undercoat to apply. 
And a border to be made. Finally, before the tracing can begin, the glass painter must solve 
that vexatious problem of keeping design and glass aligned.	


Which means – before the performance – a few minutes’ focused observation of these four 
preparatory tasks.	


First of all, to clean the glass.	


Next, to cover the entire surface of the glass with a light undercoat of paint.	


While the undercoat is still wet, a quick blend. When the undercoat is dry, a border.	


Finally, fixing glass and design together so they remain perfectly aligned while tracing.	


Tracing	

Long experience has taught the glass painter his world abounds with myths and 
groundless dogma. And if you too are willing to put aside the harmful myth you cannot 
paint on top of unfired glass paint, you quickly see how tracing is just a matter of light and 
consistent copying of uniform lines.	


For, with the glass on top of the design as it is with tracing, it is virtually impossible to 
judge the lightness or darkness of every different stroke, and to match it to its counterpart 
on the design beneath. By the same token, half–dazzled by the light–box and often leaning 
anxiously on your bridge, it would be extraordinarily difficult to shape each line with the 
elegance and beauty and life and character you want.	


Just so! So, when you trace, when you – literally – copy the lines, you don’t set yourself 
those pointless since near impossible objectives. Rather, you make light and consistent 
strokes which, to the best of you ability – and this is what you must practice – are right 
above the lines on your design.	


And if you should end up with a thin and maybe hesitant– looking skeleton – in that case, 
you’ve done well indeed. For tracing gets you just the outline, little more than sketch–
marks. Light, delicate and consistent strokes, which, knowing you can paint on top of 
unfired paint, you will shape and strengthen at a later time.	


It always begins on the palette with beautifully mixed paint ... however long it takes to 
mix it.	
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You see: even with vast experience, the first stroke, the moments before that first stroke – 
there is always ... tension.	


In all of this, observe the brush. Observe its straightness. See how it’s just the brush’s tip – 
just the tip – which makes contact with the undercoat. Like a scalpel!	


Again: observe that tip. See how straight it is.	


It takes such attention and concentration. A single-minded determination to thread one 
good stroke to another ... and another ... and another until the glass painter has finished. 
Good strokes: yes, the best you can. But always remember this is tracing – as it were, 
“just” tracing: so never be put off your stride by small lapses. The glass painter himself is 
certainly not someone to accept the unacceptable. Nor however is he someone who loses 
concentration by worrying about minor deviations which, in the larger scheme of things, 
simply will not matter, when all is done and finished ... because in the viewer’s eye, a host 
of minor deviations will simply remain unseen. So there is a sense in which you must 
remember this is “only” tracing, the first sketch-marks: a small but significant element of 
the whole.	


That tip again – so sharp and light. 
And now for the lettering ... 
It gets easier now. It’s a relief, a blessed relief after all that concentration: curves – 
curves and flourishes – you can really enjoy!	


Strengthening and Shaping	

So now the glass painter has his thin and hesitant–looking skeleton, his outline.	


And realistically, with your glass on top of the design, what more could anyone ever wish to 
achieve? That, after all, is just what tracing is: making a copy – but a copy that certainly 
lacks life and flair and rhythm. And it is therefore just as well you know how paint on top of 
unfired paint does not equal blistering in the kiln.	


Because now, unfired, you can strengthen and shape the outline. Now, with the design on 
one side where you can see it, you can regard your traced lines both objectively and 
sympathetically. You can decide whether to make them darker and by how much. You can 
see clearly now – where you could not see before – whether to adjust a line’s shape. And so 
it is only now, looking carefully at your light and consistent trace lines, you can give them 
their due respect, adjusting them until they indeed become the marks the design says they 
must be.	


For at this and every stage it is always the design which compels the glass forward to its 
next incarnation.	


And here with strengthening and shaping, the important thing is how you allow the 
brush to be guided by the line that’s already there. You can feel it. Yes, the brush is “just” a 
tool, but the thing about a craftsman’s use of tools is that he makes sure these tools 
become his fingers – he feels through them. Just so here, where you can feel the trace line.	


See the bend in the brush now, a bend that wasn’t there before when tracing. So often 
with shaping and strengthening, you’ll see a bend like this. There’s real force in the glass 
painter’s hand, forcing and squeezing the thick paint out – out onto and next to the trace 
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line. That’s what you can tell from the bend in the brush: how the thick, dark paint is 
being made to go exactly where the glass painter wants it.	


The lettering again ...	


Always take time out to mix the paint. The thing is, if it’s wrong on the palette, it can 
never come tight on the glass: never!	


That bend again ... that bend in the brush.	


Once again, more time to mix and re-mix the paint, and restore it to the right consistency 
– it doesn’t matter how long it takes.	


And all along, the design is at your side – where you can see it.	


Flooding	

Now, after all this work, the glass is at a point where it has begun to look confident and 
hold its own. And it is time for the glass painter to increase this impression by flooding 
whole areas with paint – because the dramatic effect of making certain areas darker, is that 
other areas – areas you shall see highlighted in due course – those other areas will soon 
stand out. And in this way, the heraldic arms will swiftly contain the full range from bare 
unpainted glass to glass that is covered with the darkest paint possible.	


Now the harsh truth is, flooding is easy in one way but complicated in others. It is easy in 
as much as the glass painter is no longer “painting” but rather “filling in”. And what could 
be simpler now all the detailed pain of tracing and strengthening is over? Indeed it is 
simple – with the right consistency of paint and applied in the right manner.	


But those things require great care. You will see how the glass painter takes great care to 
spread the paint evenly – neither leaving it too thick nor spreading it too thinly. And you 
will also see how the glass painter mixes and re-mixes the paint each time he loads the 
brush. It is this constant mixing which, when you do it correctly, makes flooding a relaxed, 
carefree experience, as you will now see.	


So the paint falls slowly off the brush, then the glass painter just spreads it further ...	


And with these smaller shapes like stars, you just load your brush a little less and take 
care to move the glass a little more to make sure you’re always comfortable.	


Here you can again see so clearly how the paint is spread	


– spread around. Again, you have to learn to feel the brush as though it is part of you ... 
to sense how thick the paint is, and how much spreading and thinning out you need to do.	


And if you’re wondering why it is the brush flows beautifully, here’s the answer: you re-
mix it every time you load your brush. Every time. Yes – each and every time. You can’t 
avoid it – unless you want your paint to blister in the kiln!	


Highlights	

Right at the start of his labours, the glass painter appreciated the undercoat a first time, 
for it gave him a gorgeous and responsive ground on which to trace. Now, with a rapidly 
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emerging heraldic arms before him on the light–box, the undercoat delivers him a second 
benefit: highlights.	


For the fact is, without the undercoat, the glass painter would need to fire the glass right 
now. But with the undercoat, he has a better option. Indeed, straightaway he’s traced, 
strengthened, shaped and flooded, he can cut through the undercoat and create a wide 
variety of highlights – all in just one firing. And while there is no moral virtue or virility in 
doing just one firing – if it gets you the effect you want and takes less time and energy, 
then – why not?	


You can use whatever works to make your highlights. Here, today, the glass painter uses 
sticks for bold highlights, needles to cut through flooded paint, then scrubs and also fingers 
to soften, which makes the highlights gentler and more natural.	


Oil	

You may already know how it is possible to trace and shade with oil on top of unfired 
water–based glass paint. But oil also has a simpler use – namely, to prevent burn–off in 
the kiln, where the fire’s heat can easily otherwise remove 10% or even 15% of the dark 
paint you originally applied. And this is where the oil comes in. A light wash of oil–based 
paint applied thinly over the entire surface of the glass works wonders in preventing burn–
off, meaning that the main difference between the glass you put in the kiln and the glass 
you take out is just that the paint is now fixed and shiny and as dark as it ever was. Which 
is why the glass painter plans to use it here: to make sure the fired paint comes out exactly 
as he wants it to be.	


With this wash of oil, you’re on the home straights and coming up to the first firing and 
there’s nothing – absolutely nothing –to go wrong now, which is a wonderful feeling!	


Colour	

As we said at the beginning, every coat of arms is different. And every client is different 
also. So the glass painter is each time faced with different demands upon his talent for – 
realism. Which indeed means sometimes the best option is to make the arms from several 
pieces of variously coloured glass, some of which might be etched, sand–blasted or indeed 
enamelled. On this occasion, however, the glass painter is faced with a strictly limited 
demand for colour. Also the whole style of the arms has been adjusted to fit in with other 
heraldic coats which already adorn the clients’ library at Hampton Hall. Therefore here it 
all works well to use ordinary coloured tracing paints (not enamels) – and to combine 
these with silver stain within a single firing.	


Silver Stain	

It always brings a wry smile to the glass painter’s face when he thinks how many stained 
glass artists (who really should know better) rest content with using water or vinegar as 
their medium with stain. It is also appalling – appalling for the craft – how so many books 
perpetuate this ignorance. You only need cast the briefest glance at delicate 17th Century 
roundels to be struck by the immediate certainty that, whatever the exact medium, it could 
not have been a fast–drying one like vinegar or water, which is how the glass painter came 
to reason that oil was worth a try. There are doubtless many different oils that you can use. 
Here the base paste is made from Sandalwood Amyris – a thick and slowly evaporating 
mixture which is diluted as required with essential oil of Lavender. Some say these oils are 
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expensive and raise shrill objections to the extra cost. For his part, though, the glass 
painter is happy to have found these sweet–smelling substances which bring forth stain’s 
full glory with negligible waste.	


Silver Stain Intensified	

On this occasion, the glass painter is required to do a second coat of stain. And the reason 
is, the design calls for bold yellow accents and flourishes in certain areas, especially in the 
mantling around the arms. All that’s required here is a simple “doubling up” – just using 
the same stain again to create a contrast between the light yellow of the single layer to what 
will be the intense yellow where the stain is now applied a second time.	


Bonus Feature #1 – The Glass Painter’s Method	

People often ask the glass painter, “How can you be sure you’ll get the right result?” They 
say, “It takes so much time and effort and concentration to do your work, how can you be 
sure your efforts won’t be wasted?”	


The glass painter agrees there is always some element of risk – some faint and distant 
possibility the day’s work will fail. But as he says, the risk is faint and distant. So now, if it 
interest you, we will show you what is always done. The hidden steps we always take to all 
but guarantee the painted glass comes right. Watch carefully now, and you will learn the 
secret!	


Bonus Feature #2 – Assembly	

The glass painter is glad to put together leaded lights when this work plays to his strengths 
by virtue of its intricacy. Other times, however, because he concentrates on painting and 
designing – well, that is exactly what he does. Just so here where another maker built the 
window, leaving him a hole in which to put the heraldic arms of Hampton Hall. This 
explains the curious manner of assembly which you are about to see …	


!
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Legal notices	

All rights reserved	

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information 
storage and retrieval system without the prior written permission of Williams & Byrne 
Techniques Limited.	


Notice of liability	

The information in this publication is designed to provide information about the kiln-fired 
glass painting techniques used by Williams & Byrne Techniques Limited. Every effort has 
been made to make the publication as complete and accurate as possible but no warranty 
of fitness is implied. The information is provided on an “as is” basis without warranty. 
While every precaution has been taken in the preparation of the publication, Williams & 
Byrne Techniques Limited, their employees or associates shall not have	


any liability to any person or entity with respect to liability, loss, or damage caused or 
alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the information contained in the publication 
or by the products described or mentioned therein. See the terms and conditions at 
www.realglasspainting.com/terms for full details.	
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